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Instructions:
This chapbook is constructed in the accordion style. Each spread connects to the next by means of a flap along 
its fore-edge. The entire book is surrounded by a cover with two folds on either side of the spine.
Because some spreads bleed, you may wish to print at a reduced size and trim the excess paper. If so, adjust 
the measurements below accordingly. 

Recommended tools: 
• Bone Folder
• Glue Stick or Adhesive 
• Ruler
• Cutting Mat

Suggested Process:
1) Print all pages.
2) Score and fold a 1” flap on right side of each page (the flap should be blank) except the cover.
3) Fold resulting 10” sheet in half so image is inside resulting folio. 
   This creates a 2-page spread.
4) Order pages according to table of contents or in any order you like.
5) Affix spreads one to the next by gluing the right fore-edge flap to the back side of the next. 
   You will end up with a long accordion.
6) Fold the spine on the cover by scoring the reverse (blank) side of the page 5” from either edge. You will 
   end up with two scores 1” apart down the center of the page. Fold these scores using your ruler and bone   
   folder.
7) Attach cover to accordion by gluing (or otherwise affixing) flap of final spread to inside of back cover and 
   adhering back of left page of first spread to interior of the front cover.
   Alternately, you may wish to trim the flap off the final spread and adhere back page directly to interior 
   back cover. 
8) Your book is now complete and can be read as a series of spreads or unfolded and refolded to make new 
   juxtapositions.



 DJ Mamboz was born in 1992 in Cedars Sinai Hospital, 
when hooligans were controlling the P.A. System and 
blasting indie rock music. At a young age, DJ Mamboz 
became a Renaissance toddler, painting, drawing, and 
dancing at an advanced level. Some would say DJ Mam-
boz's talent once surpassed great artists such as Da-
vinci, Shakespeare, and Michael Jackson, but unfortu
nately all of his work was destroyed in a great fire, 
including his will to dance. Ever since, DJ Mamboz has 
taken a vow of silence.

 Having a non-traditional upbringing, DJ Mamboz 
learned solely from comic books for most of his life 
as he moved around the United States. At age 15, his 
parents ran away to join the circus. At age 17, DJ 
Mamboz decided to do away completely with any form of 
sleep. Living on a tight budget, DJ Mamboz learned to 
only eat pumpkin bread and drink peppermint tea, his 
sole source of caffeine. At age 19, DJ Mamboz had a sole source of caffeine. At age 19, DJ Mamboz had a 
traumatic experience where he almost drowned after 
staring at the sky during a thunderstorm for six days 
straight. He has learned ever since to always wear at 
least one blue article of clothing and to avoid rain 
for more than one day at a time.

 DJ Mamboz likes to build snow forts in his spare 
time, as that is the only building material he can 
afford. He also enjoys having snowfights, to protect 
his snow forts from meddlesome little children who 
want to destroy his livelihood. DJ Mamboz has only re-
cently become aware of the Internet and has taken 
quite a liking to it. He has even been so affected by 
certain Internet memes that he occasionally breaks his certain Internet memes that he occasionally breaks his 
vow of silence to shout them in public areas. Memes DJ 
Mamboz has been known to shout include “Can haz inter-
netz! Can haz cheesburger! Lol! DJ Mamboz don't care 
he in Harvard Square! DJ Mamboz don't give a shit!”
DJ Mamboz has been seen on occasion lurking around 
MIT, usually in Room 1-375.
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We are DJ Mamboz.

We are attempting to make something.

We are just like you.

We are Animals Wandering in an Open Plain.

We are MIT's imagination machine. Clunk clunk!

We are techno-funk masters.

WWe are altering states 
(though I must admit we’re somewhat 

uncomfortable with our proclivity for reflexive thinking).

We are quick, brown foxes and lazy dogs.

We are people.

We are artists.

We are deformists.

TTake a journey through our minds.

No rights reserved.
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The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
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A swist amber fennec leaped above an apathetic hound.  

There was once an amber fennec fox that was said to be so 
quick, as to be able to leap above any apathetic hound. It 

used its prowess to bring justice to its village.

There was once a great big  amber fox named Fennec, 
whose legendary speed let him perform impossible acts. 
He used his prowess to bring justice to those dogs 
that were too apathetic to make their own food 
and stole it instead. He leapt over the hounds and took 
all of the stolen food back to his great village. 

Once upon a time, an amber fennec fox was so quick,
 it was able to leap over any apathetic hound.
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